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Grade 6 Unit 
In this 6th grade unit, students will first be 
introduced to the MPACT design/making 
model. They will engage in part of it to 
design a bookmark to be 3D printed and 
learn about measurement. Then students will 
learn about the classic Soma Cube puzzle 
and make their own using Tinkercad and the 
3D printer and learn about volume and net. 
Finally, students will more fully engage in the 
design/making model, as they make a 
mobile for another class and learn about 
surface area. 

 

 

 

 

 

Module 1. Thinking Like a 
Designer 
Module 2. Making a Soma 
Cube Puzzle with a Box 
Module 3. Making a Mobile 
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MPACT Grade 6 unit 

The MPACT curriculum materials are designed as part of an Education Innovation and Research grant by 
the U.S. Department of Education to develop and implement a program bringing the exciting and ever-
more-broadly-used technologies of 3D modeling and printing to middle schoolers in sixty classrooms, and 
for later broader implementation. Ninety percent of MPACT’s funding comes from the grant from the US 
Department of Education. Ten percent, or about $400,000 will come from our generous donors. 

Writing: Hee-Joon Kim, Jennifer Knudsen, Teresa Lara-Meloy, Ken Rafanan, Harriette Stevens  
Editing: Dale Crouse 
Design: Teresa Lara-Meloy, Jennifer Knudsen 
Additional contributions: Julie Remold, Elise Levin-Guracar, Satabdi Basu, Jana Borgen, our colleagues 
at the Cesar Chavez Foundation, and teachers from San Mateo, Santa Cruz, Monterey, and Fresno 
counties. 

Photo and Art Credits: 
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"Aguja" by Fernando Arconada is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0  
3D printer "3dprint-150" by vonzeppelin73 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
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MPACT Quick Start 
Read this guide. Browse through the modules. Plan for: 

Module Number of Lessons Special Materials 
1 3–4 scrap paper, masking tape 
2 6–7 linking cubes 
3 10–12 see making kit contents: includes bamboo for mobile arms 

and string 

Materials for all modules 
• Devices for students to use Tinkercad™ (web based) 
• 3D printer (provided by MPACT) 
• One set of student handouts for each student, print or PDF 
• Tinkercad keyboard short cuts handout for each student 
• Extra graph paper 
• PowerPoint for each module 
• Scissors, rulers with cm and inches 

Module routine 
• Show PowerPoint and lead short discussion. 
• Introduce the design/making cycle. 
• Have students do each phase of the cycle, guided by the student handouts. 
• Students write answers in their math notebooks. 
• 3D printing can be done in class or some can be sent to the print farm. 
• Make sure students do the Math, Spatial Reasoning, and Computational Thinking portions of 

the module, in addition to design/making. 
• Use Reflect and Celebrate sections to help students understand what they have learned and 

how they learned it. 

Mentors 
• Each small group of students will be assigned a mentor for Module 3. 
• A mentor is a professional, college student, or maker who uses 3D modeling and printing. 
• Communication between mentors and students is online, anonymous, and monitored. 
• Communication takes place once at each stage in design/making. 
• Mentors give advice to students based on their own experience. Students are prompted with 

questions to ask, and sometimes ask their own. 
• Remind students of Internet safety (e.g., do not give out full name or address). 
• Get logistics from MPACT team. 
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What is Making? 

Making activities provide opportunities for creative work through open-ended activities for students. By 
leveraging student interest and prior experience, making activities can engage students deeply and 
enhance equitable and collaborative participation in mathematics, computational thinking (CT), and 
spatial reasoning. 

Why 3D Design and Printing? 
Early childhood education emphasizes the use of 3D toys such as block and pails. But even as early as 
5th grade, students’ experiences with real 3D objects in math classrooms become more limited. Middle 
grades texts often rely on 2D diagrams of 3D shapes, which may be hard for students to interpret. 

MPACT brings real 3D objects into the middle grades, in a way that students won’t find “baby-ish.” 
Volume can be investigated in 3D. Students transition between 3D objects of approximate size to 
precise interactive 2D models of 3D objects. Their final move is to precisely printed 3D objects and use 
them, combined with low-tech materials, to create real objects.  

  

3D CAD and printer Low-tech materials such as needle and thread 

 
1 The Learning Channel 

Making is “using your hands, heart, and mind to create or improve things”1 with low-tech and high-
tech materials. 
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MPACT Design and Making Cycle 
Our cycle incorporates making and design thinking. It is a way of organizing design work and taking 
into account the needs of users. Iteration is emphasized throughout.  

 

An MPACT Unit is infused with: 
Mathematics 

Computational Thinking 
Spatial Reasoning 

Here’s how the cycle works in Module 3, Making a mobile: 

Collect ideas from your user: Students make a mobile which is given as a gift to another class. 
Students poll that class to identify their ideas and desires for the mobile design. Doing an Internet 
search on “hanging mobiles” or “art mobiles” will be useful. The PowerPoint file for the unit contains 
other basic ideas. 

Make & remake prototypes: Students make prototypes (at least two rounds) that are “safe to 
fail.” Students use inexpensive or free materials to make an early model of their mobile. Their 
prototypes need not function yet. They are tangible representations of design ideas. 

Design on the computer and on paper: Students create one object to be 3D printed. This object 
is designed using Tinkercad, an online modeling tool. Other objects are designed using paper. 
Students draw nets to help them conceptualize geometric shapes. 
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Make the real thing: In this stage, students make the actual mobile that meets the design 
requirements. They use more permanent materials. They make at least two geometric shapes  out of 
decorated cardstock is likely and any other objects with low-tech materials. They 3D print one object. 
Before everyone 3D prints, choose two designs to print: one that should work and one that will fail, 
and discuss. Students then balance all objects on the mobile. 

Tools for 3D Modeling and Printing 
Autodesk® Tinkercad™ Design Software 

o Kid-friendly computer aided design (CAD) system 
o All FREE online at tinkercad.com 
o Can be setup by Teachers for their students 
o Files exportable for printing 

 

3D Printer 
o Prints layers upon layers of PLA filament to create a 3D object 
o Comes with print software that accepts Tinkercad files 
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Unit Organization 

 

Module One: 2 lessons
• Introduction to making and design

• Quick introduction to prototyping
• Students make a bookmark
• Introduction to 3D fabrication

Module Two: 6 lessons
• Making a Soma Cube puzzle and a box

• Structured making experience: Students 
make a Soma Cube puzzle with linking 
cubes, and design and print it with the 
3D printer 

• Students use nets to make a box.

Module Three: 10–12 lessons
• Making a mobile

• Full making experience: Students follow 
the design/making cycle to create a 
mobile for another class with 3D printed 
and traditional materials

• Students communicate with mentors.
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Meeting Content Standards 
The unit addresses standards from all three of these disciplines. They are a natural part of what 
students do while making and designing and are made explicit through content-focused activities. 

 

 

 

 

  

Spatial Reasoning 

• Perform advanced mental rotation 
• Interpret 2D nets as 3D objects - draw 

2D nets of 3D objects 
• Create and manipulate different 

representations of 3D objects 

Mathematics Content  

• Create nets and use them 
to find surface area of 3D 
shapes 

• Find the volume and 
surface area of shapes 
made of rectangular 
prisms and with fractional 
edge lengths 

• Compare volume of 
successively smaller 
fractional unit cubes in 
order to see patterns and 
express growth 

• Use ratios 
• Design statistical questions 

and display and interpret 
data 

Mathematics practices 

• Use the correct level of 
precision for the situation 

• Continually ask, “Does this 
make sense?” 

• Attend to units and the 
meaning of quantities 

• Make mathematical 
arguments, listen to 
others, ask good questions 

• Apply math to everyday 
problems 

• See complicated objects 
as composed of simpler 
objects 

Computational Thinking 

• Decompose bigger problems into 
smaller easier parts 

• Create algorithms that a computer or 
other human can follow precisely 

• Recognize and use patterns 
• Debug: Systematically identify and 

correct errors 
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Mathematics Content 

A Learning Progression for Volume 
Students learn about volume from a young age, as they pour sand or water from one container into 
another. Around 3rd grade, students are introduced to measurements for volume (e.g., cups or liters). 
The 5th grade national standards focus on learning about volume, where volume is measured in cubic 
units. In 6th grade, students learn to use fractional dimensions of 3D shapes and find the volume of 
shapes made of rectangular prisms. 

Measuring volume in units such as cups and liters Earlier grades 

Measuring and calculating volume by filling in a shape with unit cubes 

Calculating volume of cubes and right rectangular prisms 

Understanding that volume is additive 

5th grade 

Calculating volume and surface area including 3D shapes with fractional 
edge length 

6th grade 
Understanding how fractional sizes of unit cubes affects the number of 
cubes used 

Calculating volume of complex shapes composed of rectangular prisms 

Working with 2D nets of 3D shapes and surface area 

Determining volume of complex shapes (cone, sphere, cylinder, 
composite) 

Upper grades 

State and National Standards 

Geometry 
• Solve real world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume.  
• Find volumes of right rectangular prisms with fractional edge length by packing. Apply the 

formulas V = l•w•h to solve real world problems.  
• Represent 3D figures using nets made up of rectangles and triangles and use the nets to find 

the surface area of these figures. 
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Computational Thinking (CT) 
Computational thinking is to think like a computer scientist—but in fact we all do it.  Our materials build 
CT through the creation of 3D digital designs using Tinkercad, an online tool for 3D modeling.  

We address three features of CT: 

• Decompose complex problems into simpler ones.  

o Create 3D models of a puzzle in Tinkercad (module 2). 
o Make parts of a mobile, then put them together (module 3). 

• Devise step-by-step solutions (algorithms)  

o Give directions to the how to create a design in Tinkercad (module 3). 
o Debug when things don’t work. 

• Debug an algorithm (module 3.) 

o Figure out why a design will not 3D print well (modules 2 and 3). 

Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) Standards 
• Decompose problems and subproblems into parts to facilitate the design, implementation, and 

review of programs. 
• Document programs in order to make them easier to follow, test, and debug.   
• Write step-by-step instructions to address complex problems as algorithms.  
• Seek and incorporate feedback from team members and users to refine a solution that meets 

user needs. 

Spatial Reasoning 
Spatial reasoning involves thinking about the location of objects, their shapes, how we transform them, 
and what they look like in relation to other objects. Picture a flat piece of paper. Now imagine rolling it 
lengthwise into a tall cylinder and taping it together. To imagine this new shape requires spatial 
reasoning. In MPACT units, using Tinkercad is an important aid to spatial reasoning.  

Module 2: 
• Mental rotation 
• Imagine shapes with pieces missing and how that affects volume. 

Module 3 
• Make a shape, resize it, and rotate it on a screen, imagining how it will look at each stage. 
• Imagine 3D shapes folded from 2D shapes. 
• Make 3D objects composed of 2D shapes. 
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Workplace Skills 
• The skills that today’s students will need when they are part of the workforce take time to 

develop. There’s no reason they can’t start young. Students learn workplace skills in several 
ways: 

• The projects in this unit require real work skills to complete them. Students collaborate, 
communicate, and solve problems — all skills employers are looking for today. 

• Students connect online with mentors who use 3D design and printing in their work. They 
discuss their class projects and learn about mentors’ use of 3D technology. 

• Mentors can be role models, in that they are doing the work students may do in the future. 
• Mentors are guides in the design process, giving feedback to students, and offering advice. 
• See MPACT Quickstart for more on mentors. 

Social and Emotional Learning 

• MPACT students gain empathy for others as they learn about the users for their designs and 
imagine what to design and make based on users’ needs and desires.  

• They set goals when they decide what they want to make and achieve those goals by following 
the steps in the model that MPACT provides.  

• They make decisions based on real-world constraints: for example, the slow speed of 3D 
printing. 

Teaching Strategies 
Focus on the iterative process not the product 

• “It’s okay that you don’t know a solution right away.” 
• “Test and see what happens if…” 
• “When things don’t work, try a different way” 
• “Step back and reflect what the issue is.” 

Focus on what students know instead of what they don’t know 
• “What do you know about….?” 

 
2 CASEL https://casel.org/what-is-sel/ 

“Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process through which children and adults understand 
and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish 

and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions.”2 
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Support collaboration 
• Pause the class when some students struggle during group work. 
• As a whole class, invite students to offer ideas to solve the problem together. 
• “Does anyone have the same problem?” 
• “What would you do if you had the same problem?” 

Give or invite constructive feedback 
• Praise: “I like …” (something innovative or exciting, what worked well). 
• Suggestions: “I think that _____ did not work well; Perhaps you could change/improve …”. 
• Offer alternative ideas (suggestions but not solutions). 
• Invite students to reflect on and give constructive feedback. 

Look for, support, and draw attention to students’ learning  
• Highlight concepts as they appear in the unit (e.g., volume, mental rotation). 
• Support students:  

o Use of measurement tools as needed (e.g., rulers to measure the print bed). 
o Estimate volumes, areas, and lengths in appropriate units — cm or mm. 
o Convert between mm and cm (using the idea that 10mm = 1cm). 

• Rotate the “same” object in Tinkercad and in real life. 

Scaffold debugging: “to find and fix errors” 
• What’s not working? 
• How do you fix something that isn't working? 
• Do you follow a specific series of steps? 

Scaffold algorithmic thinking  
• Watch students describing how they did something. Ask them to describe it precisely enough so 

another student can do the same thing. 

What Should Students Do During Each Phase of 
Design? 

This units’ making and design activities require new norms and behaviors from your students. 
Here are some suggestions for how to engage in the different stages of design and making: 
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Collect ideas from your user 

 

• Ask questions to find out what your user wants. 
• Be an active listener. 
• Write down what they say. 
• Don’t judge. 
• Discuss together what the requirements should be. 

Make & re-make prototypes 

 

• Be generative! 
• Be bold! 
• Brainstorm designs to satisfy the requirements. 
• Sketch your designs. 
• Use making supplies to show your ideas. 
• Make one or more prototypes. 
• Share the prototypes and listen to feedback. 
• Update your design ideas and requirements. 
• Do this more than once.  

Design on computer & paper 

 

• Pick your best prototype / design. 
• Make a more precise drawing / plan. 
• Be precise: Measure, measure, measure.  
• Make your design using Tinkercad. 
• Use shortcuts to make what you want. 
• If things don’t work out right away, troubleshoot. 
• Don’t give up.  

Make the real thing 

 

• Print and make parts of the real thing and assemble. 
• Use materials that will last. 
• Try out the object. Does it work? 
• Share your final product. 
• Celebrate successes.  

Negotiating Between Computers, Making Supplies, 
and Workbook 

We realize that it can be a challenge to get students started on their work, and even harder to get 
them to stop once they’ve started. Yet, for many MPACT lessons, students need to interact with several 
media — all at once or one at a time. Here are some basic rules we would like to share with you as you 
teach the lessons: 

Students should keep their handouts with them at all times and follow them fairly precisely. We have 
intertwined the mathematics and the design, and the making so that students get to learn math in the 
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context of making and design. That won’t happen if they skip the math activities in the handouts. 
Additionally, the handouts guide them through the design and making cycle in a systematic way.  

Encourage your students to periodically check their progress through the workbooks. You can stop 
them (with a signal) and announce, “Everyone should have finished one prototype and should start 
answering the questions on page 10.” 

To switch modes from students working on computers or making materials to you talking/leading a 
discussion, students should 

• Angle the lids of their devices at 45 degrees so they are not tempted to look at them. 
• Take their “hands off” the making materials (perhaps by folding their arms). 

Make sure your students understand they need to pay attention as you guide them through the rest of 
the lesson and facilitate whole class discussions.  

Set up small groups and have students maintain their own making materials in a bin 
or box. Designate one student to be in charge of materials for the group, getting new materials as 
needed from a centralized supply place and neatly returning unused supplies. 

Making Kit 
Students will need materials for prototyping and for making the real game. MPACT provides most 
needed materials, as well as a list of supplies you may be able to get for free. 

Materials we provide 
For prototyping: Module 2 Module 3 

• Masking tape 
• Markers 

• Linking cubes 
• Cardstock 
• Masking tape 
• Markers 

• Cardstock 
• Bamboo mobile arms 

(or use wire, dowels, 
tree branches, drinking 
straws) 

• String 
• Masking tape 

Materials you should get 
Use from school Free or donated stuff:  

• Scissors 
• Stapler 
• Rulers 

• Scrap paper  
• Cardboard and paper of all types 
• Small objects to hang from mobile 

 


